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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which command creates a new SyncMirror aggregate, letting Data
ONTAP select the disk drives?
A. aggr mirror aggrX -m 12
B. aggr create aggrX -m 12
C. aggr mirror aggrX -n 12
D. aggr create aggrX -d 12
Answer: B
Explanation:
https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196890/html/man1/na_agg
r.1.html The following commands are available in the aggr
suite:
If you use the -d disk1 [ disk2 ... ] argument, the node

creates the aggregate with the specified spare disksdisk1,
disk2, and so on. You can specify a space-separated list of
disk names. Two separate lists must bespecified if the new
aggregate is mirrored. In the case that the new aggregate is
mirrored, the indicated disksmust result in an equal number of
disks on each new plex.
The disks in a plex are not permitted to span spare pools. This
behavior can be overridden with the -f option.
The same option can also be used to force using disks that do
not have matching rotational speed. The-foption has effect only
when used with the -d option specifying disks to use.
The -m option can be used to specify that the new aggregate be
mirrored (have two plexes) upon creation. Ifthis option is
given, then the indicated disks will be split across the two
plexes. By default, the new aggregatewill not be mirrored.
aggr mirror aggrname The -n option can be used to display the
command that the system will execute without actually making
anychanges. This is useful for displaying the automatically
selected disks, for example.

NEW QUESTION: 2
How can you perform optimization of the data stores with regard
to nonactive data?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Cool data &amp; Warm data
B. Hot data &amp; Warm data
C. Cold data &amp; Hot data
D. Warm data &amp; Cold data
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Examine these commands:
srvctl add service -db RACDB -service CRM -preferred RACDB_1
-available RACDB_2
tafpolicy preconnect
srvcl start service -db RACDB -service CRM
Instances RACDB_1and RACDB_2run on host0land host02,
respectively.
This is the only TNS entry in the client side tnsnames.ora:
CRM
( DESCRIPTION =(FAILOVER=ON) (LOAD_BALANCE=ON)
( ADDRESS= (PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=host0l-VIP.example.com)(PORT=1521))
( ADDRESS= (PROTOCOL=TCP)
(HOST=host02-VIP.example.com)(PORT=1521))
( CONNECT_DATA = (SERVICE_NAME = CRM)
( FAILOVER_MODE = (BACKUP=CRM_PRECONNECT)

( TYPE=SESSION)(METHOD=PRECONNECT))))
Which statement is true regarding the TAF settings?
A. The configuration is incomplete because the TNS entry for
the preconnected backup session is missing.
B. Clients using this configuration fail over and restart any
active queries automatically.
C. This configuration will work only for a policy-managed RAC
database.
D. Clients using this configuration fail over and restart any
active transactions automatically.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three types of traffic are protected when you implement
IPsec within an IPv6-in-IPv4
tunnel? (Choose three.)
A. IPv6 broadcast traffic
B. IPv6 multicast traffic
C. IPv6 unicast traffic
D. IPv6 link-local traffic
E. IPv4 broadcast traffic
F. IPv4 tunnel control traffic
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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